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FOREST GRAZING IN RELATION TO BEEF CATTLE
PRODUCTION IN LOUISIANA'
Results of a Survey of 118 Cattle-Producing Farms
By Robert S. Campbell and Robert R. Rhodes^
INCREASED INTEREST IN CATTLE RAISING
Cattle raising has been an important agricultural enterprise in Louisi-
ana and the Gulf States for more than two centuries. The industry ex-
panded leisurely, until the past decade, when there was a sudden growth
of interest as shown by increased numbers of animals, better quality of
herds, and more adequate care and feed provided them on many farms.
There were 1,366,000 cattle and calves in Louisiana on January 1, 1944,
ah increase of approximately 20 percent during the previous 5 years,
according to estimates of the U. S. Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
The per-head value of all cattle in the State in 1944 was the highest on
record. The number of farmers keeping cows mainly for beef production
increased by more than half from 1930 to 1940, according to U. S. Census
retords, and more and better bulls of the beef breeds were put into
service. Great strides were made in improving farm pastures arid in
growing feed crops. This steady increase in cattle raising is a natural
result of the need for more meat and milk in the diet of our people and
reflects the advantages of raising these health-giving foods at home.
Now, as for the past 200 years, forest range furnishes much of the forage
for livestock. Grass and other native herbaceous growth abound, an-
nually producing up to a ton or more of dry weight per acre. However,
this range livestock grazing has its problems. Farmers with cattle oil
forest larld want more and heavier calves, fewer death losses, and gen-
erally more effective animal production from their combined forest
range and farm pastures and feeds. Grazing and tree growing on the
same land may cause conflicts such as reduction in forage, injury to tree
seedlings, and damage from the use of fire. Research and extension are
covering important phases of these problems including animal breeding,
feeding and disease, improved pastures and feed crops, and forest growth
1 Investigations conducted by the Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station in co-
operation with the United States Department of Agriculture through the Forest Serv-
ice, Bureau of Animal Industry, and Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural
Engineering. ^
2 Robert S. Campbell, Southern Forest Experiment Station, Forest Service, U. S.
Department of Agriculture; Robert R. Rhodes, Farm Forester, Louisiana Agricultural
Experiment Station, on loan from Louisiana State Division of Forestry, Oct. 27, 1943,
to Jan. 31, 1944.
.
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and management. But farmers and forest land owners are asking for
assistance on forest range, for information that will enable better man-
agement of their herds and farm feeds in relation to grazing and growing
trees on forest land.
A cooperative study of forest grazing in Louisiana was initiated in
1943 to help answer some of the most pressing problems, particularly
those arising from the wartime need for more effective beef production.
An extensive survey of representative farms with cattle grazing on forest
lands was made in different parts of the State. The results, presented in
this report, include: (1) a brief description of the forage and extent of
cattle grazing in the different types of forest range in Louisiana; (2) the
prevailing cattle management practices, including breeding, feeding,
handling, and marketing; with special emphasis on improved practices;
and (3) the main problems in forest grazing requiring more intensive
experimental study, both livestock production and the dual use of land
for livestock grazing and timber growing.
The practices employed by the more successful farmers in obtaining
larger calf crops, heavier calves, and fewer death losses in conjunction
with improved farm and forest management should be helpful to all
those who graze herds on forest ranges in Louisiana and adjacent Gulf
States.
LOUISIANA FOREST RANGES
The 16 million acres of forest land in Louisiana are usually separated
into 4 broad divisions known as the northwest pine hills, southwest cut-
over pine, southeast pine or Florida Parishes, and the vast Delta hard-
woods of the Mississippi and Red River valleys.^
The northwest Louisiana hill lands are well drained, predominantly
light-colored sandy or red clay soils, varying in elevation from about 100
to 400 feet. There are nearly 4 million acres of forest, predominantly
shortleaf-loblolly pine-hardwoods. Some 86 percent of the forest area is
classed as second growth, with about 13 percent old growth, and only 1
percent clearcut. The understory available for grazing includes many
native grasses such as the bluestems^^ or "broomsedges," panic grasses,
and three-awns or "wiregrasses." Carpet grass and Bermuda grass have
become naturalized in many of the forest areas, and furnish considerable
forage. There are also shrubs such as viburnums or haws, blueberries,
huckleberries, and others.
The southwest Louisiana forest area of about 4 million acres was once
one of the best longleaf pine types in the South. Great areas have been
clearcut, although portions have come up in second growth. The country
is flat to rolling, with elevation varying from about 50 to 200 feet. The
3 Winters, R. K.; Ward, G. B., Jr.; and Eldredge, I. F. Louisiana Forest Resources and
Industries. U. S. Dept. Agr. Misc. Pub. 519, 44 pp., illus. Aug. 1943.
3a Common and botanical names of the range plants mentioned in this bulletin are
listed on page 43.
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FSi28671
Young beef type steer with naL'uc cow g)azing native forage grasses in an opening
after cutting in loblolly pine-hardwoods. North Louisiana. Photo Dec. 11, 1943.
native forage is similar to the pine type farther north, with the addition
of abundant annual thr^e-awn grasses and with fewer shrubs, probably
because of the more frequent range fires. Carpet grass is the main nat-
uralized forage plant, particularly on the more closely grazed areas.
Southeast Louisiana, or the Florida Parishes, includes nearly 2 million
acres of forest land in two main types: the longleaf-slash pine in the
eastern portion and the loblolly-hardwoods in the western portion. To-
pography and elevations are similar to southwest Louisiana. The forest
and the understory of forage are essentially similar to the types des-
cribed, with the addition of such grasses as paspalums, muhlys, love-
grasses, and such shrubs as gallberry.
The great Delta or bottomland hardwood region is the largest forest
type in Louisiana, containing more than 6 million acres. It runs the
length of the State, varying in elevation from sea level to about 100 feet.
Soils are mainly dark or red clay loams. The extensive stands of bottom-
land hardwoods have been largely cut over and are now in second
growth. The better-drained areas, supporting oaks, tupelos, and sweet-
gums, are highly regarded by cattlemen as winter range. In addition to
the hardwood sprouts, the main forage is found in such grasses as maid-
encane, switch cane, and in palmettos. Since the survey was concerned
primarily with forest grazing, no attempt was made to cover the best
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farm and pasture land parishes of the Delta. Neither did it cover some
11 parishes in south Louisiana, which are predominantly prairie and
marsh, although they do have considerable range grazing.
Weather directly influences both range forage production and grazing.
Louisiana weather is typical of the Deep South—long, warm, moist sum-
mers favorable to rank growth of vegetation. The average frost-free sea-
son varies from about 250 days in the south to 230 days in the north part
of the State. Maximum daily temperatures average between 90° and
100°F. during July, the hottest month, with high relative humidity. Win-
ters are open and mild with only occasional cold "northers." Lowest
daily winter temperatures average around 40 °F. in the south part of the
State, somewhat lower in the north. Although snow is rare except in
north Louisiana, there are many days with cold, chilling rains and raw
winds that are hard on animals without shelter. Average annual rainfall
varies from about 45 inches in the northwest to over 60 inches in the
southeast parishes. There is usually a late summer and early fall dry
spell during the months from August to November that, because of its
drying effects on pasturage, poses a serious grazing problem. Also, parts
of north Louisiana frequently have dry weather in June. This combina-
tion of hot, humid summers and occasional chilling winter days requires
long acclimatization by cattle before they thrive.
The number of cattle in the different forested sections of the State
is rather closely related to the forest area, i.e., the more forest range,
the more cattle. According to the U. S. Census for 1940, all cattle in the
northwest parishes numbered 223,000, in the southwest 172,000, in the
southeast 131,000, and 305,000 in the Delta. In addition there were 221,-
000 in the prairie and marsh sections of the State. The average number,
per farm reporting, for the entire State was 10 head, with less than 7
head per farm in the northwest, and 12.5 in the southwest. Farms keep-
ing beef cattle averaged somewhat larger numbers, but nevertheless indi-
cate the importance to the small farmer of effective production from a
relatively small number of cattle. The 1940 Census reported nearl)L 1.5
million acres in farm pasture. The main cultivated crops in the forest
sections of the State are cotton, rice, sugarcane, truck crops, and feed
crops, including corn and oats. Important hay crops are grasses, clovers,
lespedezas, and soybeans. However, Louisiana imports some feed. It will
become fully self-sufficient only when its own acreages of improved pas-
ture, hay, and feed crops are expanded and better coordinated with
forest range grazing so as to furnish adequate yearlong nutrition of its
livestock.
Control of cattle varies considerably in different parts of the State,
depending mainly on the livestock fence regulations in the individual
parishes. By and large, free or unfenced range for cattle is the custom
in the southwest cutover longleaf pine area and in the longleaf^slash
pine of the eastern Florida Parishes, with some minor exceptions. The
sh,ortleaf-loblolly-hardwood^ area of northwest Louisiana and the west
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Florida Parishes and much of the bottomland hardwoods type lie in
parishes in part or all of which livestock is required to be confined by
fence.* However, the Delta lands included in this study are largely those
parishes or wards in which forest grazing, usually with free range, is still
the custom. In the parishes with unrestricted grazing, livestock have
access to free forest range, including idle fields, roadsides, levees, railroad
rights-of-way, and other waste areas.
HOW THE SURVEY WAS MADE
The study was made in 34 of Louisiana's 64 parishes. The aim was to
obtain a representative cross section of the farmers using pine forest land
for cattle grazing, although several farms predominantly in bottomland
hardwood range were included. Farmers were interviewed who had 10
or more beef cattle grazing at least a part of the year on forest range.
Some milk cattle were included, but commercial dairies were excluded
from the study, although wide use of forest range is made by dairy herds
in Louisiana. Names of farmers were secured from several sources and
checked with the county agent in each parish.^ Although many operators
were selected at random, those making the survey felt that most of the
farmers interviewed were as a group above the average in their farming
operations.
A total of 118 interviews was made during October, November, and
December, 1943. All interviews, averaging 3 or 4 in each parish (Fig. 1)
,
were made by the authors, who worked together the first 2 weeks to at-
tain uniformity. The interviewers discussed with the farmer his experi-
ences and problems in using his land for grazing and timber production,
and when possible examined the condition of the forest areas as well as
the cattle and pastures. A schedule was filled out regarding the farm, its
forage and feed resources, forestry operations, the management of the
cattle, and the farmer's opinions of the main forest range problems.
THE FARMS AND CATTLE HERDS SURVEYED
The farmers interviewed were experienced stockmen; 82 percent had
been raising beef cattle for more than 10 years, 12 percent 6 to 10 years,
and only 6 percent less than 5 years. Of the 118 farms surveyed, 45 were
located in northwest Louisiana, 31 in the southwest, 22 in the Florida
Parishes, and 20 in the Delta on the fringes of the pine types. Grouped
by forest types, there were 55 in the shortleaf-loblolly-hardwoods and 43
in the longleaf-slash. Because of better soil and farming conditions in
the Delta, no attempt was made to cover all the parishes in the bottom-
4 See map (p. 20) with "Land Economics," by Bueford M. Gile, in Agr. Res. in La.
(Ann. Rept. 1941-42)
.
5 The ready help of Louisiana county agents and wholehearted cooperation of the
farmers interviewed in furnishing the information on which this bulletin is based, are
gratefully acknowledged.
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land hardwoods • type. However, 20 farmers mainly in the free range
Delta parishes were interviewed for comparison with grazing in the pine
types.
The farms surveyed averaged 516 acres of forest, pasture, and cropland
(Table 1) . The average of all farms in the State was only about 67 acres,
according to 1940 U. S. Census, but most good management practices
apply on large and small farms alike, particularly where other forest
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range is available to expand the basis of operation. Forest land owned
averaged 51 percent of the acreage of the farms surveyed, while forest
composed 70 percent of the land in the forested parishes of the State.
The farms studied varied from 72 percent forest in the Florida Parishes
to only 20 percent in the Delta, with 57 percent in the southwest and
47 percent in the northwest. About 14 percent of the farmers interviewed
were protecting a part of their forest land from grazing, averaging 7
percent of the forest land in all the farms surveyed. A larger number
—
nearly 30 percent—were interested in clearing at least a part of their
forest for pasture, although 85 percent of the farmers interviewed desire
to make best use of the bulk of their forest land for both trees and
grazing.
TABLE 1.




west west Parishes all types
Uses
Average number of acres per farm
Land in farms*
Forest land 215 292 481 97 265
Permanent pasture 80 95 90 288 121
89 58 56 64 71
71 65 41 41 59
Total 455 510 668 490 516
Additional foresl land grazed:
National forest and leased land 171 1,886 0 98 577
1,750 5,385 3,991 8,845 4,325
Total forest range grazed .... 2,123 7,560 4,119 9,024 5,149
*Includes owned forest land (of which 7 percent is not grazed) , also owned and leased farm pasture
and cropland.
In every section of the State, the amount of forest land actually grazed
is greatly increased by the use of additional forest range, either under
lease or national forest permit or free range. In the pine types, the
greatest total acreage of forest range used per farm was in southwest
Louisiana, next in the Florida Parishes, and least in the northwest. The
figures in part reflect the status of livestock fence restrictions in various
sections of the State and the size of the herds. Free range grazing is prac-
ticed at least part of the year by 64 percent of all farmers interviewed,
being most prevalent in the Florida Parishes with 73 percent and in the
southwest with 68 percent; and least in the northwest. The Delta farms,
while having a small acreage of owned forest land, were so located as to
have access to huge areas of free range.
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The Kisatchie National Forest furnishes large areas o£ range for the
use of local stockmen in parts of Winn, Grant, Natchitoches, Rapides,
and Vernon Parishes. These lands, mostly fenced and managed, are
grazed for a nominal fee under permit from the Forest Service, U. S.
Department of Agriculture.
The leased range usually is under agreement between farmer and
timberland owner providing for control of livestock, grazing, and fire
on definite areas of forest land. A special study in Beauregard Parish led
to the conclusion that farmers having 640 acres or more of land avail-
able for use have a fair chance for success from the standpoint of land
resources.6 xhus the leasing of such large blocks of forest land to respon-
sible resident farmers to fence up and graze their livestock, in exchange
for protection from fire and timber trespass, appears to be a worth-while
movement which benefits both the timberland and livestock owners.
The majority of the beef cattle herds surveyed was rather small.
About one-half had less than 76 head of cattle, and only 28 percent had
more than 125 head (Table 2) . Several herds were encountered with a
TABLE 2.
CATTLE HERD SIZE CLASSES ON FARMS SURVEYED
10-25 26-75 76 125 126-f Total
Section
Number of farms
12 19 5 9 45
5 5 10 11 31
3 10 5 4 22
2 6 3 9 20
22 40 23 33 118
18.6 33.9 19.5 28.0 100.0
thousand or more cattle, with the largest at approximately 1,800 head.
The smaller herds from 10 to 75 head predominated in the northwest
and in the Florida Parishes, while the percentage of larger herds of 126
head and up predomnated in the southwest and in the Delta, where the
greatest areas of free range were available. Farmers in many parishes
where there are livestock fence laws feel that it is only a question of time
until most of the forest range is brought under control, with a reduction
of large free range herds to smaller, better-fed, and more productive
herds.
sGile Bueford M. Economic Utilization of Rural Land Resources in Beauregard
Parish, Louisiana. La. Agr. Expt. Sta. Bull. No. 322, 35 pp.,
illus. June 1940.
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GRAZING USE OF FOREST LAND
Forest grazing varies so greatly in different parts of Louisiana that a
satisfactory understanding of the situation can be obtained only by con-
sidering several main features, including amount and intensity, season,
and distribution of use.
Amount and Intensity of Grazing
Forest ranges accounted for 69 percent of the yearlong sustenance
of cattle on the farms surveyed, based on the feed value of the estimated
amount of grazing and supplements obtained from all sources through-
out the year (Table 3) . Forest range furnished more than the average in
the southwest, with 81 percent, and less in the northwest, with 54 per-
cent. This contrast would be expected from the greater acreage of forest
range used per farm in the southwest and is shown further by the fact
that only 3 percent of the year's sustenance came from permanent pas-
ture in the southwest, versus 27 percent in the northwest. As the im-
proved pasture and forestry programs in Louisiana gain headway, in-
creasing amounts of the year's feed will come from permanent pasture.
This will be a sound development, as many herds are now left on forest
range for a longer season than the forage will maintain them at a satis-
factory nutrition level.
TABLE 3.
YEARLONG SUSTENANCE FURNISHED BY VARIOUS FEED SOURCES ON




west west Parishes average
Source of feed
Percent
54 81 65 57 69
27 3 23 34 17
8 10 2 3 7
11 6 10 6 7
100 100 100 100 100
It is sometimes said that the grazing capacity—that is, the number of
acres required to carry a cow during the proper grazing season—on
southern forest ranges is too low for profitable cattle raising. However,
forest range has a relatively high grazing capacity when compared to the
usual run of western range land, which requires from 20 to 100 acres per
cow yearlong, depending on the location and condition. Louisiana farm-
ers' estimates for all forest types averaged about 11 acres per head for a
grazing season varying from 5 months to yearlong. The longleaf type is
generally regarded as having higher grazing capacity because the stand
of trees is more open, hence the grass is more dense than in the short-
leaf-loblolly-hardwoods type. Information on the true grazing capacity
of Louisiana forest ranges will be indefinite until further studies bring
out what plants furnish the bulk of the forage through the seasons and
the intensity with which the forage can be used satisfactorily. Where
large areas of forest range are available, the accurate determination of
grazing capacity and correct season of use is the key to the development
of other feed supplies such as farm pastures and supplements to round
out the year's grazing.
Season of Use
Louisiana forest ranges are grazed during all seasons. Sixty-eight
farmers, or 58 percent of those interviewed, grazed cattle on forest range
throughout the year (Table 4) . Yearlong grazing is more characteristic
of the longleaf pine type, where it was practiced by nearly two-thirds of
the farmers mainly because of available free range, and more open win-
ters in the southern part of the State. It was also practiced by three-
fourths of the farmers interviewed in the bottomland hardwoods. In con-
trast, fewer than half the farmers in the shortleaf-loblolly-hardwoods
type practiced yearlong grazing, mainly because of fence laws and more
TABLE 4.








5 1 0 1 7
4 6 3 0 13
8 3 2 2 15
1 1 0 2 4
3 0 0 0 3
2 0 0 0 2
3 2 1 0 6
Removed:
85 0 1 2
1 1 0 0 2
1 2 0 0 3
2 6 0 0 8
10 1 1 0 12
4 0 1 1 6
3 3 3 2 11
19 18 16 15 68
45 31 22 20 118
42.2 58.1 72.7, 75.0 57.6
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severe winters in north Louisiana. Most operators who grazed cattle on
forest range yearlong had a desirable combination of pine forest for
spring and summer grazing, with bottomland hardwoods for winter.
Many fenced pine ranges were grazed for their feed value during the
green forage season, then used in winter as shelter for the livestock,
which also had access to fields, pastures, and cover crops for roughage.
Where seasonal use of the pine types is practiced, about 7 months of
grazing is obtained averaging from March 15 to mid-September in the
longleaf-siash pine type; and from April 1 through October in the short-
leaf-loblolly pine-hardwoods type. The exact season usually depends on
the amount of farm feeds available for fall and winter, and partly on the
weather. Cattle are usually turned out earlier in the southern part of the
State than in the northern part, 200 miles away. Farmers report that
cattle do rather well on forest range in spring and early summer, then
they may lose some weight during the midsummer dry season but pick
up again in the fall when grasses come into seed and the forage greens
up again. After grasses dry in late fall, cows lose considerable weight and,
if left on the range, are usually given some supplemental feed during
the winter.
Improved season of use appears to be one way in which Louisiana
cattlemen depending on forest range can bring about immediate better-
ment in cattle production. Forage samples, mainly green grass leafage,
collected in December 1943 showed barely 4 percent protein, which is
considerably below maintenance diet, even for a dry cow, and is far be-
low that needed by a pregnant cow or one with calf at side. Furthermore,
grass with even this much nutriment is so scarce during the winter, par-
ticularly on pine ranges, that it is difficult or impossible for cows to se-
cure a fill. Thus breeding cows continuing to lose weight throughout
the vv^inter are in the poorest shape of the year by early spring, at the
very time when they should be in at least fair condition to bring a calf
and to furnish adequate milk for a young calf at side. Individual stock-
men who remove their cattle to winter and spring pastures or furnish an
adequate maintenance supplemental feed during the winter are being
fully repaid in higher calf crops, larger calves, and lower losses, as will
be brought out later.
Distribution of Grazing Use
Forest grazing is characteristically very patchy. The usual condition
is to have some areas overgrazed, such as near roads, barns, and watering
places. On the other hand, great areas of old fields and woods each year
grow up into an abundant mass of grass and other dry vegetation or
"rough." Many farmers feel that a greater number of cattle on the forest
range for a shorter season would be beneficial in preventing so much of
the fast-growing grass from maturing and drying out before the cattle
could eat it.
Grazing in forest range will always be somewhat patchy owing to the
greater amount of forage growing on firebreaks and in open spaces be-
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tween groups of trees than in areas where the forest cover is more dense
and shades out the grasses, or smothers them with accumulated litter.
However, better distribution of grazing on forest range, particularly
where the farmer has fenced control, deserves serious consideration. No
doubt the installation of additional boundary and cross fences, of more
improved watering places, and better distribution of the salt over the
range would help to secure more even utilization of the forage.
MORE FARM PASTURES NEEDED
Although about 23 percent of the average farm surveyed was in per-
manent pasture, many of these were used so heavily for work stock, milk
cows, and other animals, that they furnished only 7 percent of the year-
long sustenance of the beef cattle. Farm acreages in the pine types aver-
aged only 17 percent pasture whereas stock farms surveyed in the Delta
country with richer soils averaged 59 percent pasture. A great deal of
farm pasture is still in comparatively low-producing species such as car-
pet grass and various native grasses. In recent years the improved pas-
ture programs of the Louisiana Extension Service, the Louisiana Agri-
cultural Experiment Station, the Agricultural Adjustment Agency, and
the Soil Conservation Service have encouraged the seeding of an increased
acreage of permanent pastures on good soils well limed, fertilized, and
seeded to high-producing species such as Dallis and Bermuda grasses,
lespedeza, and clovers.^ Some excellent pastures, capable of producing
400 pounds or more of beef per acre annually, are found on Louisiana
alluvial soils. Heifers and steers grazing improved pastures on north
Louisiana hill farms are reported to have gained as much as 229 pounds
per head from April to November.^ A continued increase in improved
7 For pasture recommendations, see "Pasture and Feed—the Foundation for Profit-
able Livestock." La. Agr. Ext. Cir. 248, 30 pp., illus. Aug. 1943.
8 Bray, C. I., et al. "Hill Land Pastures" (pp. 40-42) in Agr. Res. in La. (Ann.
Rept. 1941-42) .
Good beef type cows beiyig wintered on permanent farm pasture adjacent to bottom-
land hardwoods in the Red River valley. Photo Dec. 9, 1943.
FSlt28662
pasture acreage is needed to provide more adequate and longer season
grazing.
An important problem needing research, mentioned by 45 percent
of the farmers interviewed, is to determine the type and amount of pas-
ture and feed best adapted to furnishing winter and early spring forage
during the season when forest grazing, especially in the pine types, furn-
ishes only a below-maintenance diet. Many farmers have worked out
successful rotations with forest range grazing, so as to give their improved
pastures needed rest during spring and summer, and frequently in winter.
Additional acreage of improved pasture was planned by 38 percent of
the farmers interviewed, with the greatest proportion (53 percent) in-
the northwest.
GRAZING FIELD CROPS
A great variety of field crops is grazed after harvesting in the fall, in
combination with forest range. These include aftermath in cornfields,
cottonfields, and hayfields. In Calcasieu, Jefferson Davis, and southern
Beauregard Parishes, rice stubble and fallow are also used as temporary
pasture along with forest range. Nutrient aftermath such as corn nub-
bins, cotton bolls and stalks, soybeans, or peanuts is usually used to fat-
ten animals to be sold in the fall so they will go to market in good con-
dition. A few farmers grow velvetbeans in with corn and use them to
fatten market animals.
The small grains, mainly oats, are used by many farmers for winter
grazing when other feeds are scarce. Although high in water content and
rather washy, they furnish green forage for a fill when most needed. The
acreage of oats planted for 1944 was estimated as one-fourth greater than
Beef cattle from forest range turned into a cornfield for fall grazing. Note the consid-
erable quantities of field grasses along with the crop aftermath. North Louisiana.
Photo Dec. 9, 1943.
' FSJt28667
FSi28653
Good beef cattle grazing on rice stubble and forest range, a special type of combined
farming arid forest grazing in southwest Louisiana. Photo Nov. 16, 1943.
the previous year. Increased use of such cover crops for winter grazing
along with adequate concentrates for supplemental feed is no doubt de-
sirable until such time as experiments can work out high-yielding im-
proved pastures for winter grazing.
Altogether, field gleanings and temporary pastures furnished an aver-
age of 7 percent of the yearlong sustenance of the beef cattle herds sur-
veyed, with more in the northwest and southwest than in the Delta and
southeast.
SUPPLEMENTAL FEEDING
The farmers interviewed furnished about 7 percent of the yearlong
sustenance of their herds for 1943 in the form of supplemental feeds. A
larger proportion was furnished in the northwest where more cattle are
kept under fence and winters are colder, and in the southeast where the
influence of feeding for milk production is shown. The most common
supplements fed were cottonseed meal and hulls, cottonseed cake, corn,
and various kinds of hay including grass, soybean, lespedeza, and clover.
The farmers raised somewhat over half of their supplemental feed, par-
ticularly hay and corn, but bought the balance. Rice straw is commonly
fed beef cattle in the southwestern rice-growing parishes. Purchased feeds
were mainly concentrates, including cottonseed and soybean products
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and also some hay. Many farmers grew just about enough cotton to trade
in the cottonseed for sufficient meal and hull's to pull their cattle through
the winter in reasonably fair shape. A few fed some whole cottonseed.
Very few farmers grew enough feed to take care of their own livestock
and still have any left to sell. This was particularly true in 1943 because
of the serious summer drought which curtailed pasture and feed produc-
tion. However, even in good years with present livestock numbers Lou-
isiana is a feed-importing State except for protein supplements.
The average practice on forest ranges grazed yearlong is to furnish
supplemental feed for about 90 days from around Christmas to late
March. The average ration consists of about 1 pound of meal, 2 or 3
pounds of hulls, and in some cases a few pounds of hay, in addition to
such low-maintenance roughage as the animals can pick up in fields or in
the dry forest rough. This usually is inadequate to maintain the animals
even in fair shape during the winter, and is reflected in low calf crops,
lightweight animals, and excessive death losses both of cows and of calves
because of their weakened condition.
A supplemental ration of about 20 pounds of roughage and 2 pounds
of cottonseed meal or its equivalent per day for all grown cattle during
the winter is recommended by the Louisiana Agricultural Extension
Service, although if breeding cows start the winter in good shape, it is
considered permissible to allow them to lose some weight during the
winter. The farmers interviewed who provided their breeding herds any-
thing like this level of winter nutrition were fully rewarded by high calf
crops, heavier calves, and insignificant death losses.
Forest grazing experiments in south Georgia show that cattle fed a
concentrated supplement such as cottonseed meal will rustle better for
forage in the forest than when they are given simply a roughage such as
hay.^ Observations in Louisiana confirm this finding.
On the farms surveyed, dry-lot maintenance feeding and fattening
together accounted for very little of the yearlong sustenance of the ani-
mals. Such supplemental feeding as is done for maintenance is carried
out on forest range or in pastures, rarely in a dry lot, except for what
farmers customarily call "the hospital bunch." Only 2 or 3 of the farms
were engaged in fattening steers.
Only one farmer was found who practiced creep-feeding of calves, i.e.,
allowing calves access to additional feed, usually grain or other concen-
trate, in especially built pens, while remaining on pasture with their
mothers. This practice has found wide approval in other parts of the
9 Biswell, H. H.; Shepherd, W. O.; Southwell, B. L.; and Boggess, T. S., Jr. Native
Forest Plants of Cutover Forest Lands in the Coastal Plain of Georgia. Ga. Coastal
Plain Expt. Sta. Bull 37, 43 pp., illus. Aug. 1943.
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South, and should help produce heavier calves on forest range in Lou-
isiana.^^
Facilities for handling supplemental feeding varied greatly. The bet-
ter-managed farms usually had sufficient troughs and racks, but generally
much more efficient use would be made of feed if more adequate facilities
were available. Many farmers used hammer mills to convert corn and
other feeds into more digestible form; several of these served whole com-
munities. On the farms surveyed only one silo was found in use for feed-
ing beef cattle.
Beef cattle grazed on pine range are rarely given supplemental feed
in summer. Likewise, many herds grazed during the winter season on
bottomland hardwood range are brought through the winter without
supplements, although usually in poor to fair condition. Altogether, it
appears that where there is ample roughage on the forest range, it would
be well to begin feeding cattle a little earlier in the fall or winter and
feed more adequately, so the animals never become reduced to really
gaunt condition. Even better is a bountiful supply of hay, supplemented
by winter pasture where possible, during the period when forest grazing
furnishes only a below-maintenance ration. Experimental work is needed
to determine the best combination of management practices in supple-
menting cattle on forest range and in rounding out the year's feed sup-
ply with improved pasture.
Salt and Other Minerals
Four-fifths of the farmers interviewed furnished salt to their cattle at
all times (Table 5). A few, mainly in the Florida Parishes, furnish salt
only infrequently or not at all. Block salt is the most popular form, as it
can be kept before the animals at all times without severe loss through
weathering. However, many farmers use loose salt either because they
call up the cattle at about weekly intervals to take salt or include it with
a mineral mixture kept in self-feeding boxes.
The location of the salt is a phase that many farmers could give more
attention on forest range, particularly where the land is under control,
in order to bring about better distribution of the cattle over the range
and more even utilization of the forage.
Mineral mixtures of various sorts were fed regularly on only 34 of
the farms surveyed, or 29 percent. A greater proportion of farmers, nearly
half; in the southwest fed supplemental minerals regularly because of
the frequent occurrence of creeps, a disease caused by mineral deficiency,
in that part of the State. The smallest percentage regularly feeding min-
erals occurred in the Delta where there is little deficiency because of the
10 Cobb, W. T. Creep Feeding Calves. La. Agr. Ext. Cii*. 237, 6 pp., illus. June 1942.
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TABLE 5.







36 21 12 12 81
7 5 1 5 18
2 5 5 3 15
0 0 4 0 4
45 31 22 20 118
Other minerals fed:
8 15 7 4 34
37 16 15 16 84
Total 45 31 22 20 118
mineral content of the soil and forage. The mixtures fed vary all the
way from ground oyster shell and steamed bonemeal (to supply calcium
and phosphorus) to more elaborate commercial mixtures including such
minerals as iron, copper, manganese, and cobalt. In most cases, "creeps"
occur in animals grazing on forest range in the fall after the forage has
dried and the minerals have leached out. A better season of grazing
forest range is indicated. Many farmers report that they have temporarily
cured the "creeps" by feeding the affected animals cottonseed meal for a
few weeks in the feed lot or farm pasture.
Practical suggestions for feeding minerals to farm animals are avail-
able through the Louisiana Extension Service.^^ Further experimental
work is needed to determine what minerals are deficient in different
types of forest range forage, and how they can be made up through ro-
tation grazing with fertilized, improved pastures and direct feeding of
various mineral supplements.
IMPROVING HERD QUALITY AND BREEDING PRACTICES
Visitors to the South frequently express surprise and satisfaction at
the improvement in quality of beef animals in the past 10 to 15 years.
Twenty-one percent of the herds surveyed were grade cattle of good beef-
type (Table 6) . Fifty-eight percent were mixed grade and native stock.
Only 8 percent of the herds were strictly native breeding cows, and 12
11 Cobb, W. T. Minerals for Livestock. La. Agr. Ext. Cir. 174, 4 pp., illus. June 1938.
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percent were mainly of dairy breeds, but used with beef-type bulls to
produce calves with beef characteristics. Only one purebred herd was
found grazing on forest range.
TABLE 6.






0 3 0 0 1
13 23 18 40 21
58 74 45 45 58
0 0 32 15 8
29 0 5 0 12
100 100 100 100 100
Herd Improvement
Beef cattle herd improvement in Louisiana is definitely gaining head-
way, as shown by the fact that 36 percent of the farmers interviewed
started using better bulls only in the last 5 years (Table 7) . Another 34
This little calf stayed home! An excellent prospect for a good beef type heifer, to be
used when mature as ja replacement for the native cow. Grazing on a longleaf pine
plantation, Kisatchie National Forest. Photo Feb. 24, 1944.
4 -
percent had been using better bulls from 6 to 10 years, while 20 percent
had been improving their herds for 11 years or more. Farmers say they
feel safe in investing in improved herds because losses due to cattle tick
fever have been eliminated. Also better pastures and more feed are avail-
able, and forest grazing is gradually being better controlled and man-
aged. Higher market prices and heavier animals are considered well
worth the effort of breeding for better quality. However, most farmers
state that it is wise to proceed carefully in importing fine-quality animals
to graze on forest range. Most of them prefer to start with native cows
well adapted to the temperature and forage conditions encountered on
forest range, breed them to good bulls, and thus gradually improve the
herd.
TABLE 7.





Percent of herds surveyed
38 45 18 35 36
29 35 45 30 34
22 10 23 30 20
11 10 14 5 10
100 100 100 100 100
One-third of the farmers interviewed secured their bulls from outside
Louisiana in an effort to take advantage of recent improvements in the
beef breeds under range conditions. An additional 46 percent purchased
bulls from purebred herds within the State, while the balance were using
only average-quality bulls. In general, the farmers believe in changing
bulls sufficiently often to avoid inbreeding. Fifty-two percent stated that
they change bulls about every 3 years. Forty-four percent wait until the
bulls are 4 years or over, and a few farmers keep bulls until they are too
old for further service. Many farmers trade bulls after about 3 years'
service. Others with a large number of cows change bulls between parts
of their herds.
Several beef breeds are popular, including regular and Polled Here-
ford, Aberdeen-Angus, Red Polled, Brahman, Shorthorn, and Devon.
Practical research results are already available with cattle adapted to the
South.^2 However, animal husbandmen realize that further experimental
work is needed to develop the best type of animal with quality, good beef
i2Rhoad, A. O., and Black, W. H. Hybrid Beef Cattle for Subtropical Climates. U.S.
Dept. Agr. Cir. 673, 11 pp., illus. Feb. 1943.
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conformation, hardy and suited to forest grazing, and requiring a mini-
mum of maintenance feeding during critical periods such as winter and
early spring.
In summary, the number and quality of bulls used in beef herds
grazed on forest range in Louisiana indicates real progress in recent
years. On the average, farmers are providing about 4 bulls per hundred
cows, which, under ordinary range conditions, is recognized as an abso-
lute 'minimum. It seems likely that farmers, particularly in large herds,
might secure somewhat greater calf crops by using 5 bulls per hundred
cows and attempting to secure better distribution of bulls through the
herd, particularly during the main breeding season.
Seasons of Breeding and Calving
Most farmers recognize the values of a controlled breeding season in
raising a more uniform calf crop, in bringing calves at a time when cows
have sufficient feed and forage to produce the milk needed to keep calves
growing rapidly, and in using bulls only when they are in top breeding
condition. However, only 10 of the 118 farmers interviewed attempted
to control the breeding season, usually keeping bulls with the cows dur-
ing the spring and early summer. Bulls were run with the cows yearlong
by 92 percent of the farmers. Many farms did not have enough separate
pastures to control either the breeding season or the age at whick heifers
were bred.
Only 3 percent of the farmers, all in the northwest, stated that they
kept bulls away from heifers until they were mature, usually about 2
years of age. However, others stated that their heifers mature so slowly
under the rather low level of nutrition available on forest range grazed
yearlong that they do not naturally breed until they are 2 years old,
bringing- their first calf at 3. Seventy percent of the farmers interviewed
reported this condition. Nineteen percent, mostly with herds having
some dairy blood, reported that their heifers breed at about 18 months
of age, while 12 percent reported that their heifers usually breed first at
the age of 3 years. Better-nourished heifers naturally mature and start
paying their way at a younger age.
As would be expected in an area where yearlong breeding prevails,
calves are dropped at all seasons of the year. However, the greater num-
ber of calves are born in the spring, with another group, somewhat
smaller, in the fall. Ninety percent of the farmers indicated that their
main calving season is in the spring, 8 percent in the fall, and 2 percent
have their calves come more or less evenly distributed throughout the
year. Those who control the breeding season prefer to have calves drop-
ped in spring, so the cows on green grass will be in good shape to raise




The herds surveyed in 1943 averaged 3.6 percent death loss for that
year, as nearly as could be estimated. This ran up as high as 4.5 percent
in the Florida Parishes, but was somewhat lower in the other sections of
the State. However, many Louisiana farmers later reported that owing
to the short feed supply as a result of the 1943 drought, cattle losses dur-
ing the winter of 1943-44 were heavier than in years, in many cases run-
ning up as high as 8 to 10 percent. The main causes of loss reported
were starvation, disease, drowning or bogging, highway or railroad acci-
dent, straying or theft, and poison plants. A considerable proportion of
the losses reported were given as cause unknown. The 150 starvation
losses reported up to the time of interview occurred mainly in early
spring during February and March when range forage was short. These
losses alone, if prevented, would have paid for substantial amounts of
supplemental feeds at this season of year. The main causes of loss by dis-
ease were blackleg, charbon or anthrax, hemorrhagic septicemia, and
Bang's disease. Poisoning from such plants as buckeye and Carolina jes-
samine may be higher than is generally supposed, and should be studied
further. Several losses from poisonous mushrooms were reported in the
fall of 1943.
The average mortality rate of calves among the herds surveyed was
somewhat over 2.5 percent, and is rather high, as calves are usually sold
at 6 to 9 months of age.
One clue to the rather high losses is found in the lack of preventive
measures taken against diseases. Half of the farmers in the survey do not
vaccinate their cattle or calves regularly against any disease, usually wait-
ing until an epidemic strikes in the community before vaccinating. Forty-
two percent of the farmers do vaccinate regularly idt blackleg. Farmers
in the Delta appear to take greater precautions than in other parts of the
State, 55 percent of them vaccinating for blackleg, and 35 percent for
anthrax.
Cattle thefts were reported on the increase until late in 1943 when
restrictions on trucks, tires, and gasoline witnessed a reduction in this
detestable activity.
Death losses are not the only losses suffered by cattlemen. For ex-
ample, a nation-wide drive is being made to reduce losses in weight and
thriftiness, as well as in market values of animals and hides, from cattle
grubs. Another serious parasite is the screwworm. Farmers reported that
this pest appears to cause real difficulty only periodically every 5 to 10
years. Screwworm infestations were reported to be worst during late sum-
mer, usually July, August, and September, and sometimes as late as Octo-
ber. Because of the periodic occurrence of severe infestations, 80 percent
of the farmers interviewed take no regular precautions against screwworm
in treating animals that have been branded, marked, castrated, or de-
horned, and cows that have calved. However, they ordinarily plan their
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operations so as to handle cattle either in the spring or in late fall before
or after the probability of severe screwworm infestation. Probably screw-
worm epidemics would be less serious if more farmers took regular pre-
cautions against them.
Most farmers conceded that lice and woodticks, when occurring in
quantity, are a serious drain upon the vigor of their cattle. However,
only 9 of the 118 farmers interviewed dipped their cattle regularly, al-
though more were interested in doing so. Stomach worms and other in-
ternal parasites were recognized by a few farmers as a problem. Some,
particularly dairymen, treated their cattle regularly with bluestone or
copper sulphate solution. Preventive measures include proper stocking
of pastures, rotation grazing, good drainage, and good drinking water.
Several farmers stated they had trouble with pinkeye during 1943,
usually from buying an infected animal which spread the disease in their
herds. Few death losses were reported, but the afflicted animals see so
poorly and are undernourished for so long a period that they lose con-
dition and ordinarily should be disposed of promptly.
Practical recommendations for preventing cattle losses due to the
ordinary causes are available from the Louisiana Extension Service.^^
CALF PRODUCTION RELATED TO FEED SUPPLY
The average calf crop of all the farms surveyed was slightly more
than 50 percent, that is, 50 calves raised for each 100 breeding cows. The
highest average was 58 percent for herds in the northwest, 52 percent for
those in the Delta, with other parts of the State somewhat lower. The
calf crops on the farms surveyed are somewhat below the estimated State
average of around 60 percent which includes all types of operations such
as purebred herds, dairy herds, and cattle on farms with good feed year
round. Forest range figures would be expected to fall somewhat below
the State average. The highest calf crops are reported by those farmers
who furnish their cows with the best grazing and supplemental feed
supply throughout the winter and early spring months, also by those
who have the best control of the forest range on which their animals
graze.
The cattle herds provided with adequate forage or feed throughout
the year generally produced average calf crops of 65 to 85 percent, grew
heavier calves, of 350 pounds or more, and had death losses of only 2
percent or less; whereas herds with inadequate winter feed and care pro-
duced calf crops of only 30 to 40 percent, grew lighter calves, around
300 pounds or less, and suffered losses of 6 to 8 percent or more.
Many farmers grazing cattle on forest range operate on the basis of
keeping costs to a minimum, in the belief that better feeding and man-
13 Cobb, W. T. Beef Cattle—Herd Management. La. Agr. Ext. Gir. 226, 4 pp., illus.
Dec. 1941 (reprint) .
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agement practices will not necessarily pay out, although recognizing that
such practices will increase calf crops and beef production. However,
previous studies in Louisiana have shown a definite increase in net op-
erating returns per farm in proportion to increases in calf crops. ^* Fur-
thermore, during wartime the greatest possible output of beef is needed
for civilian and military purposes and in the post-war period operating
efficiency will be one of the main keys to success in the livestock business.
Although additional experiments are needed to work out improved prac-
tices of forest range management that will increase herd production, the
success of outstanding individual farmers interviewed shows that enough
is known now regarding feed and care of animals on the range to in-
crease average calf crops substantially.
FURNISfflNG YEARLONG FEED FOR RANGE CATTLE
The survey revealed several basic types of farm operation in furnish-
ing forage to range cattle throughout the year. They are essentially as
follows:
1. Yearlong forest range with supplemental feed in winter.
2. Spring, summer, and early fall forest range grazing. Field glean-
ings in late fall; winter on field and cover crops, such as oats, with sup-
plemental concentrates.
3. Spring and early summer forest range. Late summer and fall on
improved pasture. Winter on improved pasture or forest range with sup-
plemental feed.
4. Spring forest range. Summer, fall, and winter on improved pas-
ture, perhaps temporary pasture in winter, also supplemental feed in
winter.
The main differences between these types of operations are in the
length of time the animals obtain their forage from forest range. They
show a progressively better use of forest range during the season when it
furnishes adequate nutrition. There are of course many variations within
each type of operation. For example, in any of them the animals may
have access to forest range for shelter at any time of the year, and for
shelter and low-value roughage through the winter.
The levels of nutrition represented within these types of operation
may be grouped into poor, fair, and good. These vary somewhat as fol-
lows through the year:
1. Poor. Animals in fair condition on green forage during late
spring, summer, and fall; in poor condition during winter and early
spring, with no supplemental feeding or with merely existence supple-
1* Merrick, Frank, and Efferson, J. Norman. Farmer Experience with the Beef Cattle
Enterprise in Louisiana. La. Agr. Expt. Sta. Bull. 353, 31 pp., tables. Aug. 1942.
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mental feeding of weak cows. Characteristic of herds grazed yearlong on
forest range with inadequate winter feed,
2. Fair. Animals in good condition during spring, summer, and
fall; in fair condition during winter and early spring, with what might
be called submaintenance supplemental feed—that is, no attempt to pre-
vent considerable loss in weight but with definitely enough supplemental
concentrates to keep breeding cows in fair condition to bring calves and
breed in the spring. Found mainly in herds grazed for a long season on
forest range, but also those on farm pasture with too many animals for
the feed available.
3. Good. Animals in good condition yearlong. They may perhaps
decline to fair condition in winter, but are supplied adequate feed and
permanent pasture in winter and spring. Characteristic of herds grazed
on forest range during proper season, with plenty of feed at all times.
Some of the farms surveyed have been selected to illustrate these types
of operations and levels of nutrition, as shown in table 8. The main dif-
ferences are in the level of nutrition furnished the animals during the
winter. The returns to farmers providing adequate yearlong nutrition
for their breeding herds are evidenced in the higher calf 'crop percent-
ages, in the heavier calves, and in lower losses.
MORE RANGE IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Range improvements include such items as boundary and cross fences,
water developments, shelters, feeding troughs, salt boxes, corrals, and
other structures to facilitate grazing, handling, and health of the cattle
throughout the year. With huge areas of forest range, abundant rainfall,
ample water in creeks, bayous, and ponds, mild weather, and with low-
priced native cattle, most cattlemen formerly did not feel it necessary to
incur any great expense for range improvement. However, many range
improvements are needed for proper care of the better-grade and more
valuable cattle now being grazed.
Large acreages of forest range were fenced up during the decade prior
to the war in some localities, such as eastern Washington Parish and
parts of Beauregard Parish. In other parts of the State, unfenced range
is still predominant except on such areas as the Kisatchie National Forest
where pastures as large as 44,000 acres are under hogproof fence for the
control of livestock in connection with both forest and range manage-
ment. Most of the farmers interviewed had their own farm woodlot
fenced and many planned additional fencing of owned or leased forest
range as soon as materials and labor become available at the close of the
war. Boundary and cross fences are essential in the control of seasonal
and rotation grazing of livestock, both on farm pastures and on forest
range. Many farms are in need of better corrals for handling and loading





















































































































































































































































































































































Louisiana cattlemen are fortunate in having trees on their ranges to
provide protection from excessive summer heat. About 71 percent of the
farmers mostly with small herds stated that they have sheds of some sort
to provide winter shelter in case of severe, cold storms, for a few weak
animals. Twenty-nine percent depend entirely on thickets and trees for
winter shelter. Many farmers, however, stated that they realized that their
livestock would require less feed and come through the winter in much
better condition if they were better protected from cold, wet weather.
Farmers in northern Louisiana, where the weather is colder, naturally
make somewhat better provision than those in the southerly parts of the
State.
Louisiana is blessed with abundant natural water in creeks, bayous,
holes, and springs. Some 91 percent of the farmers interviewed depend
upon natural water. Six percent furnish livestock water from wells at the
farm home. The 1943 drought forced attention to the importance of a
good water supply, because in many localities livestock water was scarce,
and of poor quality. Clean, cool water is relished by cattle fully as much
as by humans. Many stockmen felt that their cattle would do better if
improved water supplies were available, particularly through stock ponds
and reservoirs fenced apart and made available to the cattle in troughs.
Although practically all of the farmers interviewed furnish their
cattle with supplemental feed at some time during the winter, only 55
percent reported that they were equipped with adequate feeding troughs
in which to place the feed and to insure its efficient use by the cattle.
Good troughs for concentrates and racks for hay are two of the many
improvements that will pay out quickly through more economic use of
feed. Salt placed in boxes under shelter is also good practice to avoid
loss during heavy rains. Several farmers had silos, usually in connection
with dairying operations, but only one farmer was using his silo for put-
ting up beef cattle feed.
Only 4 percent of the farmers indicated that they had scales available
for weighing their cattle. Twenty-five percent said that dipping vats
were available, but only 12 percent reported that they have been used
since the dipping campaign for eradication of cattle fever ticks several
years ago. Community efforts to recondition or install and use dipping
vats at least once or twice a year to control ticks and lice on cattle would
undoubtedly be worthwhile.
HANDLING LIVESTOCK
Most Louisiana stockmen handle their cattle, if they own any great
number, in true ranch style. They usually castrate, brand, mark, and
dehorn in early spring or late fall in order to avoid chances of severe
screwworm infestations. With most calves coming in early spring, they
are as a rule worked over before the herd is turned out on forest range.
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Seventy-six percent of the farmers interviewed reported that they castrate
calves in the spring, 6 percent in the fall, and 18 percent do not castrate
calves at all or have no regular time, usually because calves are marketed
early. Seventy-four percent of the farmers brand their calves in the spring
at the same time steer calves are castrated. A few farmers mark their
cattle but do not brand; 14 percent do not brand or mark legularly,
usually because the animals are under strict control in fenced pastures.
Cattle brands and marks should be more effective under the new state
livestock brand commission provided for by the Louisiana State Legis-
lature in July, 1944. Thirty-three percent dehorn their calves, 5 per-
cent have polled bulls, and 62 percent do not dehorn regularly. About
half dehorn only yearling heifers held over for herd replacements.
Improved methods of handling cattle are gradually being adopted,
largely because the better quality of animals and the increased prices re-
ceived warrant good care with a minimum of bruising and damage to
meat and hides. Large herds usually are handled on horseback, frequently
with the aid of dogs. Selected cows on free range are frequently belled
for easy location.
MARKETING
Marketing beef cattle is the pay-off. The farmers interviewed sold
more than 3,300 animals during the year, amounting to about 15 percent
of the cattle on hand at the time of interview. Many planned additional
heavy marketings before the end of 1943, shortly after the interview.
Those sold were predominantly calves and yearling steers, although be-
cause of feed shortages many operators culled their herds rather closely
and sold some heifer calves and old cows. An increasing number of farm-
ers are selling calves for veal or baby beef in order to get them off of the
cows when they are fat and allow the cows to come through the winter
in better shape than if a large calf remained at side. Nearly one-third of
the farmers reported they had slaughtered one or more beef animals for
home use.
The system of local livestock auction sales, now rather well distributed
throughout Louisiana, is enabling farmers to dispose of their marketable
cattle when in the best condition and on short notice when prices appear
reasonable. In general, experienced stockmen have found it preferable to
market offspring regularly every fall, culling herds more closely in times
of feed scarcities such as 1943. This eliminates the cost of excessive winter
feeding, assures a dependable production of beef each year, and a regular
income to the farmer. Marketing range cattle in the best condition is
strongly urged by the U. S. Department of Agriculture as sound practice
to take full advantage of cheap gains in weight during the green forage
season.^5
15 Market Your Range Cattle in the Best Condition, U. S. Dept. Agr., Forest Service.
AWI-55. 1943.
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This bis; calf went to market! A good beef type steer calf that should go to market
immediately, permitting the cow to winter in good condition and bring another calf
the next year. Forest range in northwest Louisiana. Photo Oct. 14, 1943.
CATTLE GRAZING AND FORESTRY
Louisiana's 16.2 million acres of forest land are 96 percent in private
ownership, with about one-fifth in farm woodland. The cost or value of
the forest products from these lands is around 100 million dollars per
year, a major industry and source of income to the people of the State,
including farmers. However, a recent survey by the U. S. Forest Service
indicated that Louisiana's forests are in general greatly understocked
with trees, growing wood products at less than half their potential ca-
pacity. Therefore managed cattle grazing on forest range must take into
account those practices and customs which affect this vast forest industry.
These include such benefits as fire hazard reduction and possible damage
to trees from woods burning and grazing.
Forest Range Burning
Farmers' opinions regarding range burning vary considerably in dif-
ferent parts of Louisiana. In many northwest parishes, in the eastern
Florida Parishes, and throughout most of the Delta, farmers protect
their own woodlots from fire and do not like to see the open range
burned. More than half the farmers reported that they had no major
fires in the past 4 or 5 years (Table 9) . In fact, the LaSalle Parish Cattle-
men's Association in 1943 offered "$100 reward to anyone furnishing in-
formation leading to the arrest and conviction of any person maliciously
causing a forest fire in LaSalle Parish." Stockmen in this parish generally
carry their animals through the winter on forest range and dislike to see
the forage burned off, as it is valuable roughage. On the other hand, in
the central Florida Parishes and over much of southwest Louisiana, it is
customary to burn over the range during the fall, winter, or early spring.
Various reasons are given for these fires; many of them are in connection
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with sheep range, to make available the fresh, green growth. Other ex-
planations are given, such as eradicating ticks, snakes, redbugs, keeping
down brush, and exposing stumps for hauling to chemical wood plants.
The sentiment expressed in favor of fire protection was particularly no-
ticeable in areas where action agencies such as the State Division of For-
estry, the United States Forest Service, the Soil Conservation Service, or
others have been urging and demonstrating fire protection for the past
few years.
TABLE 9.







Annually 4 15 11 2 32
2-3 years 9 1 1 1 12
4 or more years 32 15 10 17 74
Total 45 . 31 22 20 118
The farmers interviewed were almost unanimous in stating that un-
controlled fires damage trees, both young seedlings and frequently the
larger trees. Thus winter and spring fires in some areas entirely wiped
out the abundant tiny longleaf pine seedlings resulting from the excep-
tional 1943 seed crop. Eighty percent of the farmers felt that accidental
burning also has a bad effect on the forage (Table 10) . The main effects
cited are in removing herbage needed for cattle grazing, in favoring the
growth of less palatable and shorter-season plants and in exposing the
soil to serious erosion, particularly in the hill lands of northwest Louisi-
ana. Fifteen percent of the farmers said that uncontrolled burning was
beneficial to the forage, particularly in ridding the range of excessive
rough and permitting animals to secure fresh, green forage in the spring.
Some 20 farmers familiar with controlled burning in the longleaf
pine belt were all of the opinion that it is a good practice in that type,
where it can be used when needed to reduce the rough, avoid the danger
of excessive damage from uncontrolled fires, and control brown-spot dis-
ease on pine seedlings. There is good experimental and administrative
experience to back up the cautious use of ''prescribed burning" in the
longleaf-slash pine type.
An experiment in the longleaf pine flatwoods at McNeill, Miss.,
showed that annual burning improved the forage conditions for cattle
but seriously retarded the growth of longleaf pine saplings. The results
indicate "that successful regeneration of longleaf pine, especially where
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Native cattle in early winter on a recently burned free forest range in southwest Lou-
isiana. The fire destroyed valuable roughage needed by the cattle for winter, and killed
newly germinated pine seedlings. Photo Dec. 8, 1943.
brown-spot disease is epidemic, may depend upon some system of pe-
riodic controlled burning rather than the extremes of annual fires or fire
exclusion . . ."^^
TABLE 10.






7 5 5 1 18
37 24 16 17 94
1 2 1 2 6
45 31 22 20 118
Widespread burning is not advocated because of the danger of allow-
ing a fire to escape or do serious damage unless it is done under very
16 Wahlenberg, W. G.; Greene, S. W.; and Reed, H. R. Effects of Fire and Cattle Graz-
ing on Longleaf Pine Lands as Studied at McNeill, Mississippi. U. S. Dept. Agr. Tech.
Bui. 683, 52 pp., illus. June 1939.
carefully prescribed conditions of weather, forage plant maturity, and
tree growth. A farmer naturally does not want to burn a good pasture;
neither does he want to burn an area that can bring him a return of |2
or more per acre per year from trees, if well stocked and under intensive
management. Therefore fire should be used only under the strictest con-
ditions of control.
Prescribed burning is not recommended outside the longleaf type
because of damage to the trees.
Burning poses a problem to farmers who graze their cattle in the
forest during winter and spring. As one stockman put it, he had to re-
move his cattle from a pasture where an accidental burn had occurred
because they "would stand around on the burned area during the early
spring looking at the short green grass and starve to death." His words
are literally true, as shown by measurements taken on the Kisatchie Na-
tional Forest in Grant Parish in the spring of 1944. On March 1, areas
burned in midwinter supported only about 100 pounds of green growth
per acre, representing 30 to 40 pounds of dry weight per acre. Further-
more, the grass was so short as to make it practically impossible for the
cattle to obtain a fill. Unburned range on the same date had a combined
dry herbage and green growth of approximately 1 ton of grass per acre
which, with supplemental feeding of concentrates to fill out the diet,
furnished a reasonably good source of roughage during this critical pe-
riod. By April 1, of course, there was ample forage growth for grazing
on the burned area.
Additional experiments are needed to work out the effect of fire on
forage and on cattle gains, on the conditions under which controlled
burning might be used, and on the use of fire in checking brush and
noxious species.
Cattle Damage to Trees
One of the most important questions in grazing forest range is pos-
sible damage to the trees by livestock. The farmers interviewed were al-
most unanimous in the opinion that cattle do not damage large trees
and that they usually do only negligible damage to pine seedlings, unless
forage is very scarce. Cases have been observed in small pastures grazed
closely where cattle pull the needles and nip the buds of young pines.
However, on large areas of forest range where there is plenty of grass,
especially when grazed during spring and summer, such serious injury
to pine seedlings has been lacking.
On the other hand^ cattle undoubtedly damage seedlings of valuable
hardwood^^spexies if left Tm'lTie range dur^ early spring when young,
tender shoots are growing and new seedlings are easily harmed. Plots
werc~tTbserved in the Ouachita Cone where grazing was heavy during
17 Bickford, C. A., and Curry, John R. The Use of Fire in the Protection of Longleaf
and Slash Pine Forests. Southern Forest Expt. Sta. Occasional Paper No. 105. 22 pp.,
illus. Aug. 15, 1943.
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Cattle grazing on firebreak carefully burned over in winter. Kisatchie National Forest,
central Louisiana. Animals were in good shape because they were being fed adequate
supplemental feed. Photo Feb. 24, 1944.
winter and early spring until the grass greened up. The areas showed
less than one desirable seedling per acre. In Livingston Parish where
grazing is done the year round, but with less intensity, observations
showed severe hedging o£ ash and poplar seedlings because of cattle graz-
ing. These seedlings were confined to a height o£ 1 to 3 feet and had up
to 4 main branches rather than a single straight stem. Thus the question
of cattle damage to tree reproduction appears to be much more serious
in hardwood stands than in the pine belt. Even in the hardwoods, how-
ever, observations indicate that the working out of more suitable grazing
seasons might eliminate much of the injury, especially if ranges were
stocked to proper grazing capacity of the grass and herbaceous forage
available. However, definite recommendations must await further study.
The damaging of trees by livestock is particularly serious in the small
farm woodlot. Such use does not deserve to be called grazing, because
the area is usually so small and the forage so scanty that the farm wood-
lot serves more as a "stomplot" or for shelter from excessive heat or se-
vere cold rather than for grazing. Every farm at times has need for posts,
poles, fuel, and lumber, most of which can be obtained from the farm
woodlot if carefully managed. Both forestry agencies and farmers who
recognize the potential yield of forest products and cash income, even
from a few acres of farm woodlot, agree that it should be protected from
both fire and overgrazing. : ; ,
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Forest Grazing Reduces Fire Hazard
Many farmers point out that far from actually damaging the trees,
careful cattle grazing really benefits the forest. Twenty-two percent of
those interviewed felt that grazing reduces the competition to the trees
from grass and brush for moisture and needed plant nutrients. The main
benefit, however, is in reducing the rough to such an extent that less fuel
remains to cause serious damage to the trees in case of fire (Table 11) .
Eighty-eight percent of the farmers interviewed estimated that grazing
reduced the fire hazard more than 10 percent, while nearly a third felt
that the reduction is more than 30 percent. Estimates of hazard reduc-
tion varied all the way from 0 to 80 percent, the average for all farmers
interviewed being 27 percent reduction. This wide range of estimates
seemed related to the concentration of cattle and the type of forage avail-
able. In areas where the cattle stocking was high and in woods which
had few open grassy spots the hazard reduction was greatest. Several
years' accumulation of rough in one pasture on the Kisatchie National
Forest was reduced to a negligible fire hazard by a few months' heavy
grazing with cattle, according to former Supervisor W. R. Paddock.
These estimates of fire hazard reduction are well founded. Actual
measurements of the weight of grass material in central Louisiana in
March 1944 showed that there was less than 40 percent as much fuel on
a grazed area as on one with several years' ungrazed rough. Over a period
Cattle grazing on this cutover longleaf pine forest obtain good spring, summer, and
fall grazing from native grasses, help keep down the fire hazard, and do no perceptible
damage to the longleaf pine seedlings. Also they return an income to help carry main-
tenance costs while the young pines are growing up. Central Louisiana.
Photo Oct. 20, 1943.
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of years, this reduction in fire hazard is brought about not only in the
actual removal of forage by the grazing animals, but also in changing the
stand of the vegetation to a less hazardous type. Thus fairly close grazing
tends to kill out the tall-growing species of rough, such as broomsedges
and wiregrass, and encourages the spread of the low-growing plants such
as carpet grass, Bermuda grass, and lespedeza.
Prolific growth of blackjack oak and other undesirable hardwoods
competes with valuable pines and shades or smothers the grass, imped-
ing both forest management and grazing, especially in northwest Lou-
isiana. Close grazing may check some of these poor tree species, but ap-
pears to have only slight effect on the scrub oaks. These pest species have
been poisoned or girdled in some forestry operations, but only at con-
siderable expense.
TABLE 11.
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Another important problem in the combined use of land for trees
and grazing is the gradual decrease of forage resulting from the shading
and competition by the trees as they grow to maturity. Farmers inter-
viewed estimated that the reduction in grazing capacity from this cause
amounts to about 3 percent per year, or an average curtailment of one-
third in 1 1 years. This is more serious in the shortleaf-loblolly-hardwoods
type where the forest stand is somewhat more dense than in the more
open longleaf-slash pine types. The problem can be met in various ways,
depending on the individual setup. In some cases, particularly free range
operations, it means reduction in herd numbers to a more productive
basis, shifting livestock more to improved pasture. Under intensive forest
management, with thinning of pine stands to proper spacing each 5 or 6
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fyears, a fair stand of forage can be maintained. When proper spacing is
maintained a stand of forage can be grown, even in loblolly-shortleaf
stands, sufficient to use as a supplement to improved pastures. Therefore,
by planning the forest operation carefully, with practical concessions
both in grazing and in timber production, enough of an open stand can
be kept on parts of the area to provide range for the animals during the
season when it can be grazed to best advantage. However, much study
is needed to work out such details of cattle grazing in relation to inten-
sive forest management so as to obtain the greatest return from the land
in the form of forest products and meat.
Cattle Grazing and Forest Farming
:
One farmer in northwest Louisiana owns some 850 acres on part of
\ which he has grown cattle for 30 years, at the same time protecting the
;
area from fire. Two-thirds of the area is in trees with about 250 acres
under good forest management. In the past 6 years this forest has yielded
an average of nearly $1,000 per year from selective cuttings of shortleaf
and loblolly pines. Other farmers with 40 to 80 acres were devoting a
few acres to growing trees, and raising cattle at the same time. Grazing
should be carefully controlled, of course, on these smaller farm wood-
lots. On larger acreages, range cattle raising offers one means for meeting
carrying charges while the area devoted to forest is being brought to full
productivity through fire protection, improvement cuttings, thinnings,
and planting.
RESUME OF FOREST RANGE PRODUCTION PROBLEMS
Each of the farmers interviewed was asked to name his most import-
ant problems of cattle raising and forest land management. By far the
greatest number, 89 percent, indicated that wintering their animals was
one of their most important range problems. Phases of this question in-
volve many combinations of forest range, supplementing with concen-
trates, and winter pasture peculiar to individual farms. Half of the farm-
ers indicated the need for improved pastures to supplement the forest
range as a problem of primary concern. Twenty-nine percent stated that
they needed improved forest range management practices, particularly
information on season and intensity of grazing forest range and the
problem of the trees shading out the grass. Other important problems
were control and prevention of disease, improved breeding of animals
suitable for forest range, fenced control of additional land through either
ownership or lease, adequate wartime labor and materials, and better
marketing facilities, including needed sanitation measures at local auc-
tions.
The outstanding forest land problem mentioned was protection from
fire, 65 percent of the farmers listing this as an important question.
Twenty-seven percent wanted better information on managing their
farm woodlots or forest tracts. Twelve percent said they needed more
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land, and 9 percent needed better control of the forest land on which
their cattle grazed. Other outstanding forest problems included better
information on marketing and natural reforestation.
Practically all of the farmers interviewed were vitally interested in
forest range management. They felt that range livestock have a real fu-
ture in Louisiana because of the relatively long season of worth-while
low-cost grazing on forest land, and most of them plan for sustained,
better-managed, and more profitable beef cattle operations in future years.
SUMMARY
Louisiana's 16 million acres of forest land furnish substantial forage
to beef cattle, as indicated by a survey in 1943 of 118 farms where cattle
are grazed on forest range. The survey was concerned primarily with the
pine types and covered 34 parishes, including northwest Louisiana, south-
west Louisiana, the southeast or Florida Parishes, and parts of the Delta
hardwoods along the Mississippi and Red River valleys. Native forage
in these types includes mainly the bluestems or "broomsedges," three-
awns or "wiregrasses," panic grasses, paspalums, and the like, along with
the naturalized carpet grass and, in the northern part of the State, Ber-
muda grass also on the more closely grazed areas. Because more than half
of the State is in forest land and a comparable proportion of the farms
surveyed is in trees, forest grazing is a definite part of the cattle-raising
industry in Louisiana, but one which has been given little attention.
The purpose of the survey was to find out what improved practices
farmers are using to secure better beef cattle production from forest
ranges, and their main problems needing experimental work, particu-
larly to attain better coordination of grazing with good farming and
forestry. Sixty-four percent of the operators interviewed use free range.
Fenced control of forest range appears on the increase, mainly by land-
owners, but also through nominal leasing arrangements between timber
companies and local resident farmers.
Forage in the pine types apparently is best mainly during spring and
summer. However, more than half of the herds surveyed graze in the
forest yearlong, particularly where there is a desirable combination of
pine forest range for spring and summer with bottomland hardwoods
range for winter. Sixty-nine percent of the yearlong sustenance of herds
surveyed was secured from forest range. Less forage was secured in north
Louisiana, where the shortleaf-loblolly pine-hardwood stands are more
dense than in the southwest and Florida Parishes where the longleaf and
slash pine stands are more open.
Farm pastures are furnishing an increasing amount of forage—and
large additional acreages are needed, particularly for the midsummer
dry period and during winter when pine forest ranges furnish little real
forage. Field crops after harvesting, mainly corn and hay fields, are used
to finish oft calves and other market animals for sale, and to start the
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breeding herd into the winter in good shape. The common practice is to
feed cattle a supplemental concentrate such as cottonseed meal, along
with hulls, throughout the worst winter months, usually from January
to March inclusive, although the average ration appears to be a subsist-
ence rather than a maintenance ration. Few farms reported dry-lot feed-
ing, either for maintenance or for fattening. Most cattlemen salted their
cattle regularly, but only 29 percent furnished mineral supplement to
prevent or cure the creeps and other mineral deficiencies.
Most of the herds studied on forest range were either good-grade beef
cattle or mixed grade and native. In parts of the State, particularly the
Florida Parishes, it is common practice for dairy herds to graze on forest
range during much of the year. About 90 percent of the farmers inter-
viewed are now practicing herd improvement, although the majority
have taken up the practice within the last decade, particularly since the
State was freed from cattle fever ticks. Bulls generally are either purebred
or grade beef type, although indications are that more bulls and a better
distribution among the cows during the breeding season would aid in a
worthwhile increase in calf crop. Calf crops reported in this study for
1943 were 50 percent, somewhat higher in north Louisiana, and lower in
the southwest. These figures are below the average for the State, but this
is to be expected of outfits grazing on forest range where control and
care of animals cannot be as good as in farm pastures. Death losses are
rather high, and include such causes as starvation, railroad and highway
accidents, bogging and drowning, disease, poison plants, and theft.
Minor pests such as screwworms, stomach worms, grubs, ticks, and lice
cause few death losses but are a drain on livestock production that should
be greatly reduced by better care.
Livestock handling facilities such as good, clean water, shelter against
summer heat and winter cold, and boundary and cross fences, corrals,
and feeding equipment are admittedly inadequate for perfect care of the
animals, but with better quality livestock and higher prices, better facili-
ties are gradually being installed. Handling practices, such as castrating,
dehorning, branding, and marking, are usually timed to avoid screw-
worms, although some stockmen market their calves early enough in the
fall to avoid the necessity of these practices.
Most of the farmers interviewed oppose uncontrolled burning of
forest range, feeling that it damages both the grass and the trees. Those
who are familiar with controlled burning, however, felt that in the long-
leaf pine type it benefits the grazing and is helpful in forest management.
Where ranges are properly stocked, or moderately stocked, cattle appear
to do little damage to pine seedlings, although they may damage hard-
wood seedlings, especially during spring when buds are tender and
growing. On the other hand, cattle grazing reduces the competition to
the trees from grass and brush, and also reduces the fire hazard. The
farmers interviewed estimated an average of 27 percent reduction in fire
hazard from forest grazing.
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The average small farm woodlot appears to be used by so many ani-
mals for summer shade and winter protection that it furnishes little or
no forage and is far below its possible forest production. Maximum re-
turns from these areas can be obtained only by eliiptiinating the grazing
or limiting it to actual forage values, and practicing constructive forestry.
Most important forest range problems of farmers interviewed are:
wintering the cattle breeding herds, involving both supplemental feeds
and improved pastures; improved forest grazing management, including
season of use and grazing capacity; disease control; improved-quality
animals; and land control. All of these are worthy of intensive study.
Most pressing forestry problems listed by farmers were fire protection,
forest management, need for more land, and better land control.
SUGGESTED PRACTICES
Following is a summary of important practices based on experiences
of farmers in this survey and suggested where forest grazing is practicable
in connection with good forest and farm management by the Louisiana
Agricultural Experiment Station and Extension Service; the Forest Serv-
ice, the Bureau of Animal Industry, and Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils
and Agricultural Engineering of the U. S. Department of Agriculture;
and the State Division of Forestry. The publications cited should be re-
ferred to for more complete information.
Forest Range Management
1. Plan the best use of forest range in the farm, livestock, and forest
operations, as indicated below.
2. Work out the best season of forest range grazing in the yearlong
feed supply, and see that breeding animals receive at least a maintenance
ration throughout the year. Although detailed experiments are needed,
the best season of grazing pine forest range appears to be spring and
summer and, in some cases, early fall. -
'
3. Carefully adapt the kind and class of animal to the forage avail-
able. Breeding cows of the beef type usually do well on forest range when
the forage is of sufficient abundance and quality for them to secure a fill.
4. Turn cattle out on forest range only after they are sure to have
plenty of green, nutritious forage.
5. Check the range for poisonous plants such as Carolina jessamine
and buckeye to avoid unnecessary death losses.
6. Carefully adjust the number of animals to the' grazing capacity,
i.e., to the forage available particularly on fenced range, so the animals
will have plenty to eat at all times, without serious damage to forage,
trees, and soil.
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7. Furnish adequate supplemental feed to maintain cattle in good
condition if they must be run on forest range in winter.
8. Plan distribution of animals over the range so as to make as even
utilization of the forage as possible, avoiding local overgrazing in some
spots and waste of forage in others. Adequate fencing, watering, and




grow a good grade of livestock, feed them well, and
keep them healthy.
2. Use the best females available adapted to local forest range con-
ditions. Use a good purebred bull of a preferred breed. Do not breed
heifers until they are long yearlings or early two's.
3. Cull the herd closely each fall to eliminate old or barren cows.
4. Sell calves in fall when fat unless ample feed is available for win-
tering them.
5. Winter the breeding herd with enough supplemental feed to
maintain vigor and vitality, usually requiring 60 to 100 days.
6. Provide mineral mixture adapted to local needs.
7. Vaccinate regularly to prevent occurrence of such diseases as black-
leg, anthrax, and Bang's disease.
8. Handle animals with care to avoid damage to a valuable product.
See Louisiana Extension Circular No. 225, "Beef Cattle—Herd Improve-
ment." Also "The Louisiana Farmers' Almanac—1944."
Improved Pastures
1. Select good land.
2. Prepare the land by ridging and terracing if needed, adding or-
ganic matter, supplying lime and fertilizer.
3. Seed to appropriate mixtures of grasses and legumes needed to
round out the year's forage and feed supply.
4. Maintain pastures by rotation grazing, mowing; avoid overgrazing
and renovate when necessary.
5. Supplement permanent pastures with temporary pastures needed
particularly for winter grazing and for midsummer dry season grazing.
Lespedeza, Dallis grass, Allyce clover, sudan grass, and kudzu all furnish
good summer grazing. Oats and ryegrass are good for winter grazing, al-
though requiring supplements. Clovers are good for early spring, before
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forest range is ready. See Louisiana Extension Circular No. 248, "Pasture
and Feed."
6. Feed crops. Grow enough feed crops, such as corn, hay, or pur-
chase supplements needed for wintering the breeding herd.
Forest Management—the Farm Woodlot
1. Prevent forest fires—it pays.
2. In the longleaf pine type, if grazing has been so light as not to
keep down the rough, and there is danger of a conflagration in your
woodland from an accidental fire, it may be practical to control-burn to
remove the rough, to control brown-spot disease, or to furnish fresh,
easily accessible forage for the livestock. Experienced foresters recom-
mend careful selection of the area to be burned so as to avoid excessive
damage to pine reproduction; burning in the evening, usually after sun-
set, when wind conditions are stable and moisture of the fuel is slowly
increasing; burning against the wind, usually with velocities of 5 to 10
miles per hour, with high relative humidity. Burning in Louisiana should
be done during the dormant season from about November 15 to March
15. Foresters prefer not to burn the same area more frequently than
about every 3 years. Careful preparations are necessary to keep such fires
strictly under control, and at a moderate cost. Check with the nearest
State or Federal forest official to be sure of local regulations regarding
fire. See Southern Forest Experiment Station Occasional Paper No. 105,
by Bickford and Curry.
For types other than longleaf, controlled burning is not recommended.
Fire is too injurious to the other tree species to permit its general use in
forest management.
3. Timber stand improvement. Cut out or deaden undesirable spe-
cies such as-scrub oaks, using them for fuel, posts, or chemical wood;
build up the sawtimber growing stock by improvement cuttings so as to
realize the greatest possible growth and income. Individual merchantable
trees should be selected and marked. In ordinary times farmers can cut
their own timber products and sell them at a better price than they can
dispose of the stumpage.
4. Eliminate grazing damage in small farm woodlots. Keep grazing
under carefully managed control in large woodlots or commercial timber
operations to avoid damage to trees. See U. S. Department of Agriculture
Farmers' Bulletin No. 1177.
;Wh€n you need help, see your county agent. He will give you the
needed iAformatioh or put you in touch with technical action, extension,
and research agencies qualified to help you with forest range manage-
ment, beef cattle management, improved pastures, farm feed crops> Or
growing trees for profit and income.
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COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES
OF RANGE PLANTS MENTIONED
Bermuda grass Cynodon dactylon
Blueberries Vaccinium spp.
Bluestems, "broomsedge" grasses Andropogon spp
Buckeyes Aesculus spp.
Carolina jessamine Gelsemium semperuirens





Muhly grasses Muhlenbergia spp.
Palmettos Sabal spp.
Panic grasses Panicum spp.
Paspalum grasses
^ Paspalum spp.
Switch cane Arundinaria tecta
Three-awns, "wiregrasses" Aristida spp.
Viburnums, "haws" Viburnum spp.
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